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Abstract:
Establishing a hospital in India requires tremendous amount of planning, architectural drawings, large finances, approvals, certifications, licenses and medical guidelines & ethics to be followed, hence designing health facilities without thorough thinking and norms mostly result in serious fanatical loss. The similar condition was faced recently last year by the Medical Director of Burdwan Institute of Medical Sciences (BIMS), Burdwan, West Bengal, India while constructing multi & super specialty hospital by a local Architect without any knowledge & experience how to build, design and architectural plan of a new Hospital. Later, he on-boarded Prof. R. K. Yadav of Hospimed Group which he decided to demolished the entire old construction and revised all Architectural Drawing, Designing, Facility Plan, Space Management, Optimal Medical Equipments, Hospital Beds, OT’s ICU, ITU, Dialysis, Emergency and utilize all the services at standard International norms and built the hospital as per Indian Standards - NABL, NABH, State and Central Government of India norms. “We must keep support and educate our clients/Investor as a learner, give them 200 percent support on long-term basis and showcase positive commitment in every aspect of our interactions to earn their confidence.
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1. Fever is not a symptom in COVID-19: None of the diseases require fever as its symptom
2. Fever is not symptom of any disease. Fever is a signal of a disease that may become threat to life or organs.
3. The temperature of fever and discomforts is a protective covering of the body.
4. Actual reason for Spondylosis and Osteo-arthritis is the inflammation